
LES CITATIONS SUR LE VOYAGE EN ANGLAIS

1. 'A journey is best measured in friends, rather than miles.' - Tim Cahill

2. 'A good traveler has no fixed plans and is not intent on arriving.' - Lao Tzu

3. 'A journey is like marriage. The certain way to be wrong is to think you control it.' - John Steinbeck

4. 'A journey of a thousand miles must begin with a single step.' - Lao Tzu

5. 'A traveler without observation is a bird without wings.' - Moslih Eddin Saadi

6. 'A wise traveler never despises his own country.' - Carlo Goldoni

7. 'Adventure is worthwhile in itself.' - Amelia Earhart

8. 'All journeys have secret destinations of which the traveler is unaware.' - Martin Buber

9. 'Discovery consists not in seeking new lands but in seeing with new eyes.' - Marcel Proust

10.'Don’t let your luggage define your travels, each life unravels differently.' - Shane Koyczan

11.'He who would travel happily must travel light.' - Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

12.'I am not the same having seen the moon shine on the other side of the world.' - Mary Anne 

Radmache

13.'If you don’t know where you’re going, any road will get you there.' - Lewis Carroll

14.'It is not down in any map; true places never are.' - Herman Melville

15.'Life begins at the end of your comfort zone.' - Neale Donald Walsch

16.'Life is either a daring adventure or nothing.' - Helen Keller

17.'Like all great travelers, I have seen more than I remember, and remember more than I have seen.' - 

Benjamin Disraeli

18.'Man cannot discover new oceans unless he has the courage to lose sight of the shore.' - Andre 

Gide

19.'Never go on trips with anyone you do not love.' – Ernest Hemingway

20.'No place is ever as bad as they tell you it’s going to be.' - Chuck Thompson

21.'Not all those who wander are lost.' - J. R. R. Tolkien

22.'One always begins to forgive a place as soon as it’s left behind.' - Charles Dickens

23.'One travels more usefully when alone, because he reflects more.' - Thomas Jefferson

24.'One’s destination is never a place, but a new way of seeing things' - Henry Miller

25.'People travel to faraway places to watch, in fascination, the kind of people they ignore at home.' - 

Dagobert D. Runes

26.'Some beautiful paths can’t be discovered without getting lost.' - Erol Ozan

27.'The first condition of understanding a foreign country is to smell it.' - Rudyard Kipling

28.'The journey not the arrival matters.' - T. S. Eliot

29.'The life you have led doesn’t need to be the only life you have.' - Anna Quindlen

30.'The most beautiful thing in the world is, of course, the world itself.' - Wallace Stevens

31.'The road is there, it will always be there. You just have to decide when to take it.' - Chris Humphrey

32.'The traveler sees what he sees, the tourist sees what he has come to see.' - Gilbert K. Chesterton

33.'The world is a book and those who do not travel read only one page.' - St. Augustine

34.'There are no foreign lands. It is the traveler only who is foreign.' - Robert Louis Stevenson

35.'There is no moment of delight in any pilgrimage like the beginning of it.' - Charles Dudley Warner

36.'To awaken quite alone in a strange town is one of the pleasantest sensations in the world.' - Freya 

Stark

37.'To travel is to discover that everyone is wrong about other countries.' - Aldous Huxley

38.'Tourists don’t know where they’ve been, travelers don’t know where they’re going.' - Paul Theroux

39.'Travel and change of place impart new vigor to the mind.' - Seneca

40.'Travel brings power and love back into your life.' - Rumi

41.'Travel can be one of the most rewarding forms of introspection.' - Lawrence Durrell

42.'Travel is like knowledge, the more you see, the more you know you haven’t seen' - Mark Hertsgaad

43.'Traveling – it leaves you speechless, then turns you into a storyteller.' - Ibn Battuta

44.'Two roads diverged in a wood and I – I took the one less traveled by.' - Robert Frost

45.'We travel, some of us forever, to seek other states, other lives, other souls.' - Anais Nin

46.'We wander for distraction, but we travel for fulfillment.' - Hilaire Belloc



47.'Where curious and curiosity keep leading us down new paths' - Walt Disney

48.'Wherever you go, go with all your heart.' - Confucius

49.'Without new experiences, something inside of us sleeps. The sleeper must awaken.' - Frank 

Herbert

50.'You can’t control the past, but you can control where you go next.' - Kirsten Hubbard
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